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By chapter 84 of the Resolves of 1911 the Metropolitan
Plan Commission was required to “ make suck investigations
into the matter of a metropolitan plan for the Metropolitan
District ... as will enable the commission to report to the
General Court . . . upon the feasibility of such a plan to-
gether with such recommendations as it may see fit to make
relative to the manner in which such plan should he carried
out.” The resolve further declared that the “ metropolitan
plan . . . shall mean a plan for co-ordinating civic devel-
opment.”

The commission has held numerous public hearings, has
consulted such citizens as were found to have views on the
subject and has conferred with the public officials of the
various cities and towns in the district, with the result that
it is now able to report that a metropolitan plan is feasible
and to “ make recommendations relative to the manner in
which such a plan should be carried out.’

It may be assumed from the establishment of this commis-
sion that the General Court deems some sort of metropolitan
planning to be wise if feasible. The commission, however,
will allude briefly to the cost of some unfortunate conditions
which have arisen from the lack of metropolitan planning,
because the question of the feasibility of metropolitan plan-
ning does not involve the consideration of its possibility,
but rather the question whether or not it will be worth what
it will cost.

FOREWORD.





There is no district in the world where there are so many
independent communities in so small an area, united so
intimately in commerce and industry and in all of those
things which make us neighbors to each other, as the terri-
tory of the 38 cities and towns of our Metropolitan District.
In everything except their political independence they are
like the wards of a great metropolis. Yet this homogeneous
community acts in all hut a few public functions in 38 in-
dependent, unrelated, disjointed parts without the advan-
tage of acting as a whole and without giving each locality
the benefit of the strength and intelligence of all the other
localities. What has this cost?

The main thoroughfare of Boston is Washington Street.
On it are the great retail stores which serve more than a mil-
lion and a half of people; yet through its most valuable
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second, that this and the other
reality, although not politically
great whole, and that the center
of the outlying districts, and
must see to it that the center as

suburban districts were in
, the outlying parts of one
must provide for the growth
that the outlying districts
well as their own communi-
the needs of their growth,

to straighten and widen her
scarcely made an appreciable

ties is planned to take care of
It has cost Boston $40,000,000

unplanned streets, and she ha:
beginning.

sonstantly enlarging, and what
part of the district in plan-
irrow, crooked streets, will be

The circle of population is c
was a lack of vision on the
ning Washington and other m

xburbs, if they fail to plan
) growth of the district all

an equal lack of vision in the
their growth with a view to t
around them. Nobody preteu that this can be properly
done without the guidance of a metropolitan authority which
will plan each thoroughfare with reference xo every other,
will properly design them, as they radiate from the center,
and will connect them by cross-district roads, so that the
suburbs may be like the chambers of a mansion opening into
each other as well as into the main hall.

A misplaced fire station, for instance, costs the community
in proportion as its ill-planned location impairs its efficiency.
It is not ecqnomy for 38 independent communities to estab-
lish and use their fire apparatus without reference to the
establishment and use in the other communities. The unity

of the Metropolitan District requires the connection between
the North and South stations and the co-ordination of all
transportation facilities within the district. If a central
planning authority had existed years ago, the north and
south sections of the Metropolitan District would have en
ioyed far better means of communication than they do now

A Boston merchant has estimated that there is an average
loss in Boston of two or three hours a day on all vehicles,
due to inadequate street facilities, and it was brought out
before the Metropolitan Improvements Commission that one
transportation line finds it necessary to have in Boston 600.-
000 square feet of floor space, while in Baltimore, where it
handles more than twice the amount of freight handled in
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Boston, it requires only a floor space of 300,000 square feet.1

This excessive space is required by tbe congestion of teams
in our cramped streets,

We can develop our docks, but it will cost us dear if
we fail so to co-ordinate the means of communication in the

t district behind our water terminals as to give those
the industry and commerce ofterminals the full benefit of

the district.
The general lack of neighbc

planning of houses, particul
rhood planning and the perverse
irly those occupied by families
district untold losses. A tene-of little means, has
)ugh sun and light to make it
nd crowded that neither adults

ment which does not get en
healthful, which is so small
nor children get sufficient fresh air, is the breeding-place of
disease and crime which costs the community for hospitals,
physicians, jails and police. But great as the expense of
maintaining the public health and peace may be, it is ex-
ceedingly small compared with the loss to the individual and
to the community of the efficiency of those whose health and
whose character have been impaired by miserable housing.
An able-bodied negro slave in the south before the war, whose
work was notoriously inefficient, as slave labor, white or
black, always is, was nevertheless worth thousands of dollars
to his owner for the value of his labor. What then is the
value to the community of an able-bodied freeman as intelli-
gent as our free schools can make him and as strong in body
nd character as life under healthful conditions can keep

him ?

In the congested sections of Boston the density of popula-
tion is nearly 500 persons to an acre. 2 More than one half
f these sleep in rooms where there are not 400 cubic feet of

air space for each adult. Thus, they are living under con-
ditions below the lowest standards fixed as the minimum by

in the United States or Europe which has under-
tablish a minimum. But this is not the mosttal

non on

I
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disturbing feature of the housing situation. The most dis-
turbing feature is the unlimited extension of these worst con-
ditions. Under the present organization of the district the
worst conditions of the city of Boston may be repeated not
only in any part of Boston, but in any part of the Metropol-
itan District. The same economic causes that made it
natural and profitable to create these conditions will make
it natural and profitable to extend them to new areas, and the
efforts of single towns and cities to control and improve
housing will be ineffective.

In this community we are just entering upon an era of
civic consciousness, business enterprise and growth such as
we have never seen before. This spirit is embodied in the
Chamber of Commerce, now the largest in the world. An
industrial development company has been formed to bring
new business to the District and with ample capital for this
purpose. A tunnel under the harbor to connect with the
populous northern section is already authorized. A teaming
thoroughfare and a tunnel between the North and South
Stations are widely called for. A dock commission has been
created to spend millions in developing our whole water front
harmoniously and not by piecemeal, to create ample terminal
facilities and new centers of productive industry.

There never was a time more necessary and also more pro-
pitious for the establishment of an authority which will
harmonize these and other great new enterprises, round out
this unusual development and make it more enduring, sav-
ing the suburbs from the haphazard growth which has cost
Boston so many times the $40,000,000 she has already spent
on widening and straightening her still unstraightened
streets

The commission believes that metropolitan planning can
benefit the district in these respects among others:

1. It will reduce the cost of livin
(a) By planning metropolitan development so that

t will be more enduring and will promot
not hinder, transaction of busine

(b) By improving and abolishing conditions which
make so many citizens a burden rather than a
benefit to themselves and to the community
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2. It will advance, through conscious public action, the
commercial and industrial prosperity of the Metropolitan
District and the Commonwealth.

3. It will result in a planning and co-ordinating of our
public functions so that they may be more efficient in their
service to the community.

Outline of Legislation kecommended.

We recommend that a Metropolitan Planning Board be con-
stituted to collect the data for a metropolitan plan through
a systematic consultation with all the local authorities using
surveys by them and by the public commissions and making
special surveys of its own. The Board should work out and
publish from time to time a comprehensive serial plan for
the Metropolitan District, setting forth its present and prob-
able future condition as regards main thoroughfares, trans-
portation lines, and facilities of every sort properly
co-ordinated; sites for public buildings and open spaces, the
utilization of which would be of advantage to the several
communities within the district, considered with due regard
to their relation to the district ajid to each other.

of metropolitan scope that do
of any existing agency, such as
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the prevention and relief of
tion or of traffic, the better (
distribution of areas and of I
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execution of such a planistrict, it should su
portmrity for revisionfor not more than one year

nformity with its own designible advantageor
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Except for this suspensive veto the legislation creating
the Planning Board should in no way abridge or affect the
powers of existing authorities. It should not be an executive
Board. The execution of the works shown upon its plans
should rest, as it does now, with the State, county or local
uthorities. The Board might, however, invite the appli-

cation of local authorities for its approval of the under-
taking by them of portions of a metropolitan improvement
planned for their territory, or it might of its own initiative
invite action by the local authorities upon such improve-
ments and repeat the invitation in its discretion to any suc-
ceeding local administration.

The approval of the Board and the execution of an ap-
proved metropolitan work should involve classification of this
work or any part of it either as an ordinary or extraordinary
metropolitan improvement, and the effect of such classifi-
cation should be to have the work financed outside of the
debt limit of the cities and towns of the district by the loan
of the State’s credit and with the ultimate contribution by

the State of 10 per cent, of the entire cost. Of the remaining
90 per cent., 65 per cent, for ordinary improvements and any
proportion up to 65 per cent, for extraordinary improvements
would be paid by the localities in which the improvements
were actually made, 25 per cent, or more by the remaining
cities and towns of the Metropolitan District. The salaries
and expenses of the Board would also be paid 10 per cent,
by the State, 90 per cent by the communities of the district.

A special commission appointed by the Supreme Judicial
Court would apportion from time to time the several lia-
bilities to be paid by the cities and towns of the district,
and the proportion of 65 per cent, falling upon cities and
towns in which improvements are made could not be levied
upon them except by their own consent, whereas the appor-
tionment of the remaining 25 per cent, would be in accord-
ance with the benefit to the cities and towns assessed, and
taking due account also of population and valuation. The
action of the apportionment commission might be taken on
the initiative either of the Planning Board or of the attorney
of any municipality in the district, with notice to all, and
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would be communicated to the Treasurer of the Common-
wealth, who would collect the apportionments as a part of
the State tax.

The participation of the Commonwealth in public improve-
ments made with the approval of the Board should be lim-
ited to $500,000 in any one year, and also to a term of five
years from the date of the first application for apportion-
ment.

The Planning Board should have a chairman and two
members appointed by the Governor, also two members ap-
pointed by the mayor of Boston, the chairman’s salary to
be $lO,OOO, the other four members to receive $l,OOO each,
per annum, and their terms of office to be five years.

The theory of this legislation is to evolve a constructive,
persuasive and voluntary system of metropolitan co-opera-
tion to make improvements that are not yet sufficiently pro-
vided for, and that will be increasingly more difficult and
expensive the longer they are postponed.

To this end the Commission submits herewith the draft of
a bill.

EDWARD A. FILEEE.

JOHN NOLEN.
J. R. COOLIDGE, JH .





AN ACT
To establish a Metropolitan Planning Board.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
1 Section 1. The governor, by and with the consent of
2 the council, shall appoint
3 Boston shall appoint two
4 board to be known as the

three persons, and the mayor of
persons, who shall constitute a
Metropolitan Planning Board.

The members of said h ■d shall hold office for terms of
with the first Monday in May6 five years each beginning w

7 in the year nineteen hundr 'd and twelve. Upon the ex-
8 piration of the terms of the lembers so first appointed ther

9 governor shall appoint tl members, one to serve for
10 five years, one f for one year, andv rs a

11 the mayor shall appoint t to serve for
12 four years Thereafter the respec-twc re

13 tive appointments by the :>r and mayor shall be
14 terms of five years. The nor shal int the chair-
15 man of the said board.

Section 2. The jurisdiction and powers of said board
shall extend to and may be exercised in the cities of

ige, ChelBoston, ( Everett, Lynn, Malden,
Mel NT4 M Quincy Somerville, Wal

ham, and Woburn, ane he towns of Arlington, Bel-
6 mont, Braintree, Brookline, Canton, Cohasset, Dedhami

Dover, ITingham, Hull, Milton, Nahant, Eeedham, Re-
Saugus, Stoneham, S mpscott, W Water-

Cijc Commontoealtt) of
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9 town, Wellesley, Weston, Westwood, Weymouth, Win-
10 Chester, and Winthrop, and the said cities and towns t
11 aether with any others that may be included by subse-
12 quent legislation shall cor titute the metropolitan district

3. Except as hereinafter expressly provided
this act shall he construed as affecting the

1 Secti

2 nothi
powers now vested by law in any public authority

powers of the said boardSection 4. Duties and1
the said board to make ori. It shall he the duty9

itan district as herein de-obtain surveys of the metn
making such surveys it shallfined, and for the purpose4

able and necessary acthave the right to do all re
the said board to make aB. It shall be the dutj6

ilans for the present andjomprehensive plan or senei

f the metropolitan districtprobable future requirers

Mares and other9 in respect to a system of

0 main highways, transpor
tr

ion faciliti10 yery sort;a

r public buildings, parisuitably co-ordinated, site11

les, and any and all publicliplaygrounds and other put12

ivantage of the metro-tl13 rents tendingim

if business and of relitan district as a place14
y of the said board to studyC. It shall be the du15

■ecommend such legis-16 and, in its di
metropolitan district as will17 lation applicable to the

18 facilitate the prevention ar id relief of congestion of popu-
ter control of fire hazard, the5 lation and of traffic, the be
and of buildings for the pur-iistribution of are:20

poses of residence, manufacturing, trade and transporta
tion, the preservation of the natural and historic feature:

21
99

the district, the beautifying thereof, the co-ordination9

f transportation facilities, the best method of financing24
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assessing the cost of pul lie improvements or any other
26 matter relating to a co-ordii ated civic development within
27

28 D. It shall be the duty of the said b examine

29 and make public reports u an all plans directly affecting
30 the metropolitan district more than one citv or town
31 therein made under auth ity of law, and for the purpose
32 of such examination i all be the duty of any existing
33 public authority before m mg any contract or agreement

34 for the execution of plan of character aforesaid for any

35 public improvements within the metropolitan district to
36 inform the Metropolitan Planni Board as to such plans
37 and give the said board reasonab pportunity for exam-
38 ining the same. The said rer y specifically approve
3939 or disapprove of said plans in wh le or in part as the said
40 board may by its examinatioi :ermine, and shall state
41 al or iisapproval. Wherever

42 it is possible a sirat ination of the
i 3 plans for im aid metropolitan dis-

44 trie hethen res, v existing or
45 hereafter erea ed localith ir general jurisdiction,
i 6 i i bo? rd to seek to effect such
4:7 a co-ordinati
48 E. If in tl ■d any plan for au

49 public improvement r legally
50 constituted v

51 th ts with or proposed
52 pul ;er the board

i tl id county, city or

lid54 r nay

ndon the f rte ther

th tl >f the said Metropoli-56 ir

P 1, or si the
t k iter
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which such lawful action may be taken as the said county,
city or town through its legally constituted authority may
deem expedient.

59

60
61

F. The said hoard shall have the power when so re-
quested by the authorities of any county, city or town
within the said metropolitan district to furnish assistance
for the making of plans or specifications or the supervi-
sion of the execution of public works at the cost of such
assistance or supervision.

62
63

64

65

66

67
G. The board may place the question of the execution

f any given metropolitan improvement within the limits
f the metropolitan district before the government of each

68

69

70
political unit in which such improvement is physically
situated, and before any succeeding government in its

71
72

discretion. It shall present estimates of cost with any
plans for improvements whenever the question of execu-

i

1

tion is placed before public authorities. Every proposed
improvement or any part thereof when accepted by the

i

76
overnment of the municipal unit in which it is situated
r by any other constituted authority having power t(

i

8I

make such improvement, or part thereof, shall be executed
by such government or authority whether now existing or

79
80

hereafter created.81

/al by the board of any plan or
ipal authorities or boards of

1 Section 5. The appro

2 plans accepted by mnnic
nbmitted to said Metropolitannty commission

Planning Board as herei nbefore provided, may in set
fy the improvements therein
them as ordinary or extraor-

terms designate and cla
6 shown or any portions of

vements. The cost of ordinarydinary metropolitan impr
uted under the provisions8 metropolitan improvement

9 of this act shall be paid at > follows: sixty-five per cent by
ipalities in which the improve-10 the municipality or munic
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11 ment is physically situated; twenty-five per cent by the
12 remaining cities and towns constituting the said district
13 in proportions determined by the commission appointed
14 by the supreme judicial court as hereinafter provided and
15 ten per cent by the commonwealth. The cost of extraor-
-16 dinary metropolitan improvements executed under the
17 provisions of this act shall be paid as follows: such pro-
-18 portion thereof, not exceeding sixty-five per cent, as may
19 be determined by the said commission appointed by the
20 supreme judicial court as aforesaid, by the municipality
21 or municipalities in which the improvement is physically
22 situated; such amount, not less than twenty-five per cent
23 thereof, as may be determined by the aforesaid commis-
-24 sion by the remaining cities and towns constituting the
25 said district, in proportions determined as aforesaid and
26 ten per cent by the commonwealth.

1 Section 6. To meet the cost of the improvements exe-
-2 cuted in accordance with the provisions of this act, the
3 treasurer and receiver general shall upon application of
4 the Metropolitan Planning Board, issue scrip or certifi-
-5 cates of debt in the name and on behalf of the common-
6 wealth and under its seal to the amount annually neces-
-7 sary for five years from the date of the first of such appli-
-8 cations. In no one year shall the proportion to be paid by
9 the commonwealth as its part in the expenses authorized

10 by section five of this act exceed five hundred thousand
11 dollars and the amount of scrip or certificates of debt
12 issued in any one year as aforesaid shall be limited ac-
13 cordingly. All loans issued by the commonwealth in
14 accordance herewith shall be serial loans and shall be
15 made payable in annual instalments in the manner author-
-16 ized by section thirteen of chapter twenty-seven of the
17 Revised Laws as amended by section one of chapter three
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18 hundred and forty-one of the acts of the year nineteen
19 hundred and eight. Such scrip or certificates of debt shall
20 be designated on the face as the Metropolitan Planning
21 Board Loan, shall be countersigned by the governor, and

if the faith and credit of the22 shall be deemed a pledge
mncipal and interest shall be
;d therein in gold coin of the

23 commonwealth, and the j

24 paid at the times specific
25 United States; and said sc rip or certificates of debt shall

public auction or in such other26 be sold and disposed of at
27 mode and at such times and prices, and in such amounts
28 and at such rates of interest as the governor and council
29 shall deem best. Any premium realized on the sale of
30 said scrip or certificates of debt shall be applied to the
31 payment of the interest on said loan as it accrues.

1 Section 7. The supreme judicial court sitting in
2 equity shall in the year nineteen hundred and twelve and
3 every year thereafter on the application of the Metropoli-
-4 tan Planning Board, or of the attorney of any of the cities
6 or towns in the metropolitan district, and after notice to
6 each of said cities and towns, appoint three commission-
-7 ers, neither of whom shall be a resident of any of said
8 cities or towns, who shall after such notice and hearing a
9 they shall deem just and equitable, determine the propor-

said cities and towns shall pay
if the commonwealth for the year

10 tions in which each of
11 money into the treasury o
12 following that in which the application is made to meet

■equirements, expenses, including13 the interest, serial loan r

14 the expenses of admini itration, and cost for such year.

15 Said commission shall make such apportionment on or
16 before the first day of March in each year. The said com-
-17 missioners shall determine the several amounts to be paid
18 by the cities and towns of the metropolitan district other
19 than those in which ordinary or extraordinary improve
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20 ments are situated to the ggregate amount of twenty-five
of improvements classified as
improvements classified as ex-

a

31 per ce the total
22 ordinary. In the case

33 traordinary, they shall al determine how far, if at all,;c

24 the proportion of the total
25 paid by the municipalitie
26 situated shall be reduced

■st of such ements to bec

in which they are physically
below sixty-five per cent and
as regards some or all of thejrrespondinglv increased

28 remaining municipalities c<
29 trict. The proportion to
30 commonwealth shall be te

miprising the metropolitan dis-
be ultimately payable by the
;n per cent of the total cost
extraordinary improvements.

ie paid by the separate munici-
31 whether for ordinary or
32 The amounts severally to I
33 palities shall be apportioned by the said commissioners on
34 the basis of benefit in each case and with due account of
35 population, valuation and any other thing which, in the
36 opinion of the said commission, should affect the said pro-
-37 portional contributions: provided

,
however, that nothing

38 herein shall be construed to change the apportionment of
39 the cost for public improvements to which the common-
-40 wealth already contributes under existing laws.

1 Section" 8. Said board may appoint such office and
2 technical assistants as it deems necessary to carry out
3 the purposes of this act. It shall determine the duties
4 and compensations of such appointees and remove them
5 at pleasure. It shall be supplied with a suitable office
6 or offices for its work and for its maps, plans, documents
7 and records. The chairman of the said board shall re-
-8 ceive a salary of ten thousand dollars a year and each
9 of the other four members thereof shall receive a salary

10 of one thousand dollars a year. The salaries of the com-
il missioners and their appointees and the expenses of
12 administration shall be paid from the treasury of the
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13 commonwealth and shall be thereafter assessed ninety
14 per cent thereof upon the cities and towns of the metro-
-15 politan district as herein defined in proportions to be
16 determined by a commission appointed by the supreme
17 judicial court sitting in equity as hereinbefore provided
18 and ten per cent by the commonwealth. On or before
19 the second Wednesday of January in each year said
20 board shall make a report in print of its proceedings to
21 the general court together with a full statement of its
22 receipts and disbursements, and the said board may make
23 such additional reports in print or otherwise from time
24 to time as it may deem expedient.

1 Section 9. The treasurer of the commonwealth shall
2 in the year nineteen hundred and twelve and in each year
3 thereafter estimate, in accordance with the proportions
4 determined and returned as aforesaid, the several amounts
5 required during the year beginning with the first day of
6 January from the cities and towns aforesaid, to meet said
7 interest, serial loan requirements, salaries, expenses, in-
-8 eluding expenses of administration and cost for each year,
9 and deficiency, if any, and shall include the amount re-

10 quired from a city or town in, and make it a part of, the
11 sum to be paid by such city or town as its annual state
12 tax and the same shall be paid by the city or town into
13 the treasury of the commonwealth at the time required
14 for the payment, and as a part of its state tax.

1 Section 10. This act shall take effect upon its passage
2 so far as it affects the appointment of the members of the
3 Metropolitan Planning Board and in all other respects
4 this act shall take effect on the first day of ,

nineteen hundred and twelve.
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In order to discover more definitely the nature of public
opinion on Metropolitan Planning the Metropolitan Plan
Commission submitted to repre
trict such questions as the folk

;entative citizens of the dis-
wing

What are the most important nee
tan in character?

ds of Boston that are metropoli-

In your opinion what drawbacks can be attributed in Boston to
a lack of effective planning ahead?

What would you suggest as a practical means of co-ordinating the
work of existing commissions and public authority, local and general
in the Metropolitan District?

What can public authority do outside of harbor and dock develop-
ment to increase the trade, commerce and industry of the Metropoli-
tan District?

What action of public authority can you suggest that will cheapen
the cost of distribution throughout the Metropolitan District?

Would you have a central author
and character of street railway exp
face)?

■ity planning the direction, extent
)ansion (subway, elevated or sur-

Think of any region in the Metr
are stationary or falling. Is there
to rehabilitate this district and put

opolitan District in which values
any action that you can suggest
it on the up grade?

What method of planning should
if a city which are about to be bui

be advised for the outlying areas
It upon?

In what specific ways could bette ir homes be secured for residents
tropolitan Boston, especially forboth in and out of the city in Me

those of small means?
What kind of building gives best
indpoint of the tenant and the eo

low price from the
nmunity, and what public action
i (Midi nn>7can you ;irr

Assume th fiitan improvement cannot be
How can it be obtained?

rAssume tnat a necessary me
undertaken by the locality invol

In answer to these questic
received describing existing

nany valuable replies were
in and around Be

APPENDIX

PUBLIC OPINION ON METROPOLITAN PLANNING,
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ton and, in some cases, suggesting practicable remedies for
establishing better conditions. Here are a few typical quo-
tations from these replies:

1. “Let all possible encouragement be given for co-ordinating the
public industrial and commercial activities in the various communi-
ties. Suggest means to this end. Induce the constituent munici-
palities to cultivate the team-work habit in all these things. Create
some simple and effective instrumentality to this end. Develop all
existing means of intercommunication —• highways, primary and
secondary railways, waterways to their highest possible extent; con-
sider them as each and all parts of one whole; mutually relate them
in all possible ways.”

2. “ Every year sees the city getting deeper and deeper into debt,
and this is true not only of Boston but of other cities. Our very
necessities compel the adoption of some farsighted and well thought
out plan, to be consistently carried into execution. In no other way
can we secure the economy and efficiency which are essential if Bos-
ton is to be made a great commercial and industrial center. In the
administration of private industrial and commercial enterprises it
has become thoroughly recognized that the economy and efficiency
resulting from a comprehensive plan is a necessary condition of
existence. It is equally necessary that public expenditures should
be made with the same foresight and breadth of view if Boston is to
forge ahead in the industrial and commercial rivalry with other
cities.”

3. “ To cheapen cost of distribution in the Metropolitan District is
largely a question of transportation and of co-operating methods
both for producers and consumers, as in milk supply, garden produce,
industrial products, etc. Here transportation and producing methods
should be scientifically co-ordinated.”

4. “ By planning ahead, the district might provide itself with more
convenient lines of roads. The district is now handicapped by nar-
row and crooked lines of communication. Evidently, living and
working upon wide and convenient streets would be preferable to
similar activities on ill-planned roads, subject to congestion and
darkness. The district could be definitely improved as a place for
residence and work by planning of this kind.”

5. “ My idea is that a permanent commission of five experts should
be appointed, given plenty of time and money, print their plans
and explanations, circulate thousands of them, asking for criticism
and suggestions, revise the plans in the light of such criticism and
suggestions, in the meantime keeping informed in regard to all public
and private improvements contemplated in the Metropolitan District,
and urging that they he in line with the plan. If the plan were
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railroad fares or drive his automol
to insure himself more spacious grc
life and the added joys of a count]
South End, for example, has lost thi
ago, and the houses which they owm
in value from 40 to 60 per cent, ar
residences or as investments. The (
them, for the land would still have
for the property is in view than

file will go to a greater distance
ninds with more attractive social
■y or suburban home. Thus, the

3 staunch citizens of a generation
id and occupied have depreciated
id fallen into disrepute either as
)wners cannot afford to demolish
to pay taxes, and no better use
the remodeling of the existing

good, its benefits would be so apparent that eventually a law could
be enacted compelling all improvements, public and private, to con-
form to it.”

6. “Plan so as to make undeveloped areas as efficient for both
proprietary and public interests as may be, in ways that will appeal
to both when carefully considered.”

7. “My impression is that practically all the improved sections of
the city are at a standstill so far as values are concerned. Only the
outlying districts are benefited by the extension of railway facilities,
and many times these extensions work to the detriment of nearer
land. A man will go further out if his car fare is no more, and will
buy land at one-quarter or one-half the cost of the nearer location,
so that the tendency for the ‘ straphanger ’ is to go further, while
the man who can take more time on the journey and pay additional

houses into tenements, which is now permitted under the last revision
of the building laws. Unless something is done to stimulate themething is done to stimulate the
commerce or to induce the establishment of new manufacturing en-
terprises in Boston, thus creating a demand for more laborers, who
must seek homes near their work, there would seem to be no action
of public authorities or private capital to make this a better section.
Much land east of Washington Street is available for manufacturing
buildings, and their location would have a tendency to help the
residence property in the vicinity.”

8. “ If better housing is to be secured we must begin by insisting
upon Metropolitan State supervision of the regulations governing
occupancy and their enforcement, and upon metropolitan supervision.
Such regulations should not attempt to go too far at once, but should
take first those features which are most palpably wrong. If public
authority will do its duty in this respect, then private enterprise and
the laws of supply and demand, working upon individual self-interest,
will largely do the rest, and give us better housing conditions. With-
out this public action, economic laws, combined with the gregarious
tendencies of our immigrant population, will give us continuing and
increasing bad conditions. Owing to better transportation facilities
we now have at our command more available land, and we have more
money to use for good housing than ever before. All that we need
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o make and enforce the right regu-is more brains and public spirit
I by proper government

Iding and occupancy regulations,ie way ox proper
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the direction, extent and character
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9. “ My offhand opinion is that
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supervision of central authority,itly possible that without
ng under bad advice, might build
ction and equipment and badly
snt the building of a properly
located road in the same general
business enough for both roads.”

irresponsible parties, or parties a
a railroad of very inferior const
located; yet this road might prev
constructed, well equipped and well
territory because there might not b

10. “ The Metropolitan District suffers from the lack of wide
rposes, from the lack of a properdirect routes for general highway j

co-ordination of public and semi rablic buildings, from the lack of
3 neighborhood centers, and from
of squares and open spaces. A
•ing in the city proper has grown

playgrounds, small local parks an'

the lack, or formless character, <

good system of radial roads center
up, naturally or by design, but ma iy of them are too narrow. Better

ided within the limits of the olderfacilities for surface traffic are r
business sections; even though all :he street railway service should

itions there would still be much
ular travel. The regulation of

be placed under
ihcongestion of pedestria v

afford some relief, but it necessi-
ng around blocks and is only a

i one-way stre a

:ates loss of valuable time in
temporary relief at best. We anot assume that any section of
Boston has nearly reached the lire of industrial, commercial or busi-

;eem that the healthy increase of
it

ness accomplishment, but it cl
these activities along progress! 3 economical lines will soon re-

movement through the publicquire a much broader freedom
arteries of tra

Evidence for a long time has been increasing that public
opinion in the Metropolitan District favors an effort to co-
ordinate and harmonize the public improvements of the
district. There is, for instance, the animal demand for legis-
lation to try it. Metropolitan highways are an illustration.
The Metropolitan Improvements Commission made real
progress with this subject and pointed out the comparative
ease and small cost with which a system of main roads,
radial and circumferential, could be established. But as no
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definite steps have been taken yet toward the execution of
its recommendation, the demand for metropolitan traffic
ways continues with unabated insistence. What is true of
highways is equally true of port development, the beginning
of which is now assured, of transportation in all its forms,
of a reduction of fire hazard, of better provision for the pub-
lic health throughout the Metropolitan District, and of many
other matters.

Legislation on one subject or another of metropolitan im-
portance, or public inquiries which were in some way the
basis for such legislation, have had the study, investigation,
and support, within recent years, of many popular and repre-
sentative organizations, such, for example, as the Chamber of
Commerce, the Heal Estate Exchanges, the Clearing House
Association, Boston—l9ls, the United Improvement Associa-
tion, the Citizens’ Associations of Boston, the Boston Society
of Architects, the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, the
Board of Underwriters, the Metropolitan Improvement
League, the Boston Stock Exchange, and the Master Builders’
Association

Another evidence of the nature of public opinion was
given at a score of hearings held at the State House by the
Metropolitan Plan Commission during October and Novem-
ber. The citizens attending these hearings were representa-
tive of all classes, and they came from the different sections
of the Metropolitan District. While they held divergent
views as to the cause of waste and inefficiency in the district,

st available remedies, there
present evil conditions and

and as to the details of the n
was substantial agreement as t
the feasibility of valuable service being obtained from some
sort of a properly constituted planning board.
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In the opinion of the Metropolitan Plan Commission the
people of the Metropolitan District should not adopt new
methods of planning and constructing metropolitan public
works and administering public affairs, unless it appears
clearly of general advantage to do so. City planning, or
as in this case, district planning, is a large subject and not
easily described. In brief, it is a recognition by public
action of the sanitary, economic, and aesthetic laws which
should govern the original arrangement and subsequent de-
velopment of our towns and cities. It stands for an attempt
to correct the mistakes of the past, to provide more intelli-
gently for the present and to forecast, so far as may be, the
inevitable requirements of the future. It is the application
to city building as a whole of the methods now followed with
profit by the public in many of the component parts of cities
and by private individuals and corporations in the most
successful enterprises of modern life. In a word it is
modern efficiency through properly organized and properly
directed planning.

Highway

A striking illustration of the advantage of planning for
the whole of the Metropolitan District is to be found in con-
trasting the present method of laying out and constructing
main highways with a better method that might readily be
substituted without material increase of cost. On this sub-
ject we are fortunate in having reliable data from the recent
careful investigation and report of the Metropolitan Im-
provements Commission from which the following convinc-
ing statement is quotec

Generally speaking, the radial roads connecting Boston with the
country are wide and direct, and perform a very efficient service for
the district. This radial system is not, however, being reinforced
against larger demands. Additional radial roads are not being

SOME GENERAL ADVANTAGES OF METROPOLITAN
PLANNING.

gradually created, as might be the case if the municipalities were
aware of their importance, or if, at the instance of some central
authority, they were obtained as the minor streets are built, one by
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one or foot by foot. Such a g
scheme calls only for a concerted
involve no added expense to the

dual realization of an intelligent
and rational development, and need
district. The circumferential roads

connecting one town with another
to a certain degree; but they c
margins, to make connections of
of the existing cross-district ro
traffic tends to congest the main

are many in number and are useful
'ten fail, generally by very small
the most useful kind. The failure
ids thus to accommodate through

radial thoroughfares, especially inthe main

the vicinity of Boston. Traffic which cannot cross the district for
want of connecting roads is oblis d to go first to Boston upon the
nearest radial thoroughfare, and then go out again upon another
radial leading to the city or town ught. It is surprising how fre-
quently the lapses in the circumferential highways occur, and yet how
readily they might be filled in. S me of these shortcomings need to
be made good at once, as, for example, that which prevents a con
venient passing from Harvard brie ;e northward either into the park
system or to the common highro: n the northern part of the dis-
trict. There are many minor lap ies which need similar attention.
By far the greater n Treated gradually and
without extra expense, provided me intelligent foresight is exer-
cised as to the deyelopment of k al streets with referen
needs, and provided som nch improvements

is duly constituted. If, on t re allowed to cc

tinue as they exist to-day, the t ill come when these conneetic
cannot be achieved without ala rohibitive cost. In short, as the

imirabroad sy rovided the eom-
irrected, there appears to beparativ

al system of intercommunication
ween the suburbs and the city.

no need of estabhshir
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It is a questic
details are vi
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he missing links are made
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being a very bad one. 1

Id be fair to say that
r ighway system

Redi Fire I)i

The possible redu
building regulations hting apparatusmr
presents another vastly impoi by:ll

■operative metropolitan pla ning. Both better buildi
laws and a better system ip tiy

facilitated by a metropoli
co-operation throughout tl
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IMetropolitan Improvements, 1909, pp. 40, 41
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in the Metropolitan District in 1910 estimated on the basis
of-an annual per capita loss of $2.50 for the United States
were $3,545,527. Inasmuch as Boston’s per capita loss was
$5.15 for 1910 this figure is probably too small. Moreover,
as a recent report of the Committee on Fire Prevention of
the Boston Chamber of Commerce points out, these figures
do not represent the total cost of fire.

“ The consequential loss due to sacrifice of lives, damage
to business and homes, interruption of employment for many
persons, and to general derangement of civic functions is so
large that one dare not try to estimate it. It surely repre-
sents several times the actual property loss.”

In an English or German city with a population equal to
that of metropolitan Boston, the loss would be less than
$750,000, that is, from about 44 cents per capita in the
case of England to 49 cents per capita in the case of Ger-
many. In other words, if the fire losses of metropolitan
Boston could be reduced so that they were only twice as
great as in England and Germany the saving annually would
amount to $1,545,527. The advantage of this saving would
be shared in by every member of the district.

Impeoved Hotjsisc

Even more vital and fundamental than transportation,
traffic, fire protection and other problems of metropolitan
importance, in the opinion of the commission, is the housing
of the people. It is not too much to say that the chief object
of city planning after all should be the creation of whole-
some conditions of life for the mass of the people. John
Burns, the great English leader, who has made possible
better planning for the towns and cities of Great Britain,
said recently at the International Town Planning Confer-
ence

The wisest form of insurance that a big city can make
is money spent in the improvement and development of the
citizens’ environment. Plan the town, if you like, but in
doing it do not forget that you have got to spread the people.
Make wider roads, but do not narrow the tenements behind.
Dignify the city by all means, but not at the expense of the
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home and family life and the comfort of the average work-
man and citizen.”

Housing is not only a subject of supreme importance, hut
the economic laws governing it are of such a character that
no satisfaction is likely to result in metropolitan Boston
without metropolitan action. In the matter of building regu-
lations it is very difficult now for one town or city to make
any decided advance without a similar advance by neighbor-
ing towns and cities. No method of joint action is at present
provided. Good housing implies a small garden or at least
space for light and air and ground for children to play
on, specially in sections inhabited chiefly by working peo-
ple. It means a higher standard for health and for fire
protection. The English point of view, as recently stated,
and as now being worked out under the new Housing and
Town Planning Act, is that everything should be done to
develop the outskirts of the town, to provide rapid communi-
cation with those outskirts, in order that the pressure in the
center may be relieved, that districts should be planned for
the purpose for which they are required, and that over-
crowding buildings or population upon the land beyond the
limits which will allow a full share of health and vigor to
the inhabitants should be regarded as a crime against the
community, and should be prevented by definite building
and sanitary regulations. This limit of healthy existence
must be regarded as the fixed minimum in the problem;
rents, building interests, and wages must adjust themselves
to that fixed limit, as they do to other elements in the cost
of existence. Nothing is more fatal from the social, eco-
nomic, or civic standpoint than to get more people into one
house, street, or section than ought to be there.
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City planning for great and growing communities Las
passed the experimental stage. Its success has been demon-
strated in Europe, and it has already been undertaken in
America in some of our important cities. It has proved
successful where there was far less need for it than in our
Metropolitan District, for none of the communities which
have tried it are separated into so many independent political
entities.

Public Planning in Chicago,

Chicago has embarked upon a thorough-going city plan-
ning under the leadership of the Chicago Commercial Club.
the mayor, the president of the leading Chicago business or
ganization and a group of the most successful business and
professional men, —• such men as A. C. Bartlett, Prank I.
Bennett, Edward B. Butler, Clyde M. Carr, John J. Gough-
ian, Erederic A. Delano, John V. Farwell, Albert J. Eisher,
Walter L. Fisher, Andrew J. Graham, Richard C. Hall,
Carter IT. Harrison, W. D. Kerfoot, Theodore K. Long, Dr.
J. B. McFatrich, Walter D. Moody, Joy Morton, Charles

;er Reinberg, Julius RosenwaldD. Norton, John Powers, Pc
Smulski, Bernard W. SnowJames Simpson, John F.

Charles IT. Thorne, Charles
Harry A. Wheeler, W. A.
Michael Zimmer.

H. Wacker, Harvey T. Weeks
Wieboldt, Walter H. Wilson

directed by Daniel IT. Burn-Their undertaking is heir
ham, one of the distinguished architects of the world

In their address to the people of Chicago, among other
things, they say:

“ The characteristic of greatness is wisdom to anticipate the
future while conserving the present

What is the Chicago Plan?
It is a plan to direct the future growth of the city in an orderly,

systematic way.

What is its object?

ized city instead of a group ofTo make Chicago a real, central
wererowded, overgrown villages.

What does it mean?

THE SUCCESS OF CITY PLANNING ELSEWHERI
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That by properly solving Chieag'o’s problems of transportation,
street congestion, recreation and public health the city may grow
indefinitely in wealth and commerce, and hold her position among
the great cities of the world. Ah everything else it is concerned
with the three most vital problems confronting every metropolitan
community congestion, traffic and public health. The easy andan

facilitates business, while the chiefconvenient movement ot traffic
concern of any city is the public health of its citizens its greatest
asset. The Chicago plan demar is in the interest of the latter
more and larger parks and play rounds and better and wider street

TL irvation of natural resourc national asset of prime
on of the government,importance is occupying tls occupying the seno

)w, but what is more inimportant than the conservation of
cities ?public health, especially in lar

Every human life i; tional asset and should be carefully
preserve!

It is a matter of governmental record in countries where conscrip-
tion to army service is compulsory that the physique of the city
dwellers is degeneratir a relatively small percentage

hose living in congested cities are able to measure up to the
strict requirements for military serv

t of this condition, and has begunGermany is alarmed on ac
a -wide movement to intellig
city plans for bettering presi

ly and systematically direct proper
for future growth.

during tt war only a small percentageir

ring themselves for service in therecruit

army were physically fit
rican war found the

ed tent. 5Ye can
all remember the p f reiectic

il war only 3 per cent
increased’€

10 per cent inting ourt

lectric
ideally equipped and

The
Inv on rl

rom

he or-
rities, better public improvements and attractiv

tudes swarming to the cities. Right city
ic. A proper plan officially adopted and realized for

the direction of the growth of a city in an orderly and systematic
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way practically affords a complete solution of the problems confront-
ing our great municipalities. Such is the plan of Chicago.

What are we as citizens to do to promote it?
First we are to study it that we may understand it. When that

is accomplished we are to make it clearly and distinctively our ideal.
We are to bid good-bye to provincialism that calls itself “ community
patriotism,” and thinks itself loyal because it sneers at the efforts of
every other city to solve their problems, while ignoring its own. We
are to break the bond of civic paresis and come to understand that
wise and great as we are in Chicago, we are not so wise but that we
can learn something in city planning from France, from Germany,
from England and from our own American cities; nor so great but
that we should enhance our greatness by the kind of wisdom which
respects civic advance wherever it may be found. We are to look
forward to the time when all barriers to the Plan of Chicago will
be broken down in the broad spirit that an injury to one is an injury
to all, and that the well-be one promotes the well-being of all.
We are to make the Plan our ide
to recognize it and to believe in
forecast the time when it will s

al and to put it before us and dare
it and to build for it. We are to

seem as extraordinary not to have
ial plan toward which t direct the growth of our city, as

it now seems that Chicago was
an ill-patched crazy quilt. We i
work of a united citizenship the j
advance commensurate with her j
local patriotism to substitute ord(
moa sense and action for neglige

ver allowed to be worked out like
are to establish by the influence and

jwer of law necessary for Chicago's
neatness. It requires only sufficient
ir for disorder, and reason and com-
mce, indifference and inertia.

Let us bear in mind the vital point that 40 per cent, of all the
people of the United States are now living in cities; 12 per cent.,
as stated, live in New York, Chicago and Philadelphia. Medical
authorities assert that the physical condition of men in cities “as
compared with that of men in the country ” is deteriorating and
gradually becoming more deficient. There is a great public responsi-
bility resting upon the metropolitan municipality in providing ade-
quate means for recreation and the health of its citizens that physical
efficiency may be maintained, thereby adding tremendously to the
composite earning power of the community. Thus it will be seen
that aside from the humanitaris
city building there is a decided
that should not be lightly set as

and practical necessity for right
•mmercial asset in right planning

i

de.
What will the Chicago Plan re san for Chicago in a business way?

millions of dollars now being spent
making Chicago healthful and as

Well, it will attract to Chieaarc
y

convenient, beautiful and attractive as European cities. Vast sums
of money would be spent by our neighbors in the great southern,
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r own Unitedsouthwestern, western and northwestern sections of our owr
States, who would visit Chicago with their fa
remain indefinitely as other Americans now visit and stay indefinitely

in P; rlin and other attractive European cities. That’s
mercial asset of incalculable value, isn’t i
during the twenty-five years ending with 1906 have spent more tha
$220,000,000 in permanent improvements, but our misfortune lies
in the fact that we have builded haphazardly and without a j

If we had a plan toward which to work the results accomplished

would have been vastly greater. We should not be dismayed at the
then, and we know that the

i million souls, a
ever wh
over hal

people of Pans
numbered only a.

day, when they(

began work on a street improvement plan involving $260,000,000
and carried it to completion in fifty-seven years. No sooner was this
gigantic task finished than the city of Paris appropriated an addi-
tional $181,000,000 for still are r improvements r

xpenditures on t
mug filteer

years to compl
people of the French metropolis
and wisdom of that people. It
French people are not extravagE

the great thrift
1 over that the

icative

wn the word
France is thex

most frugal nation in the wTor

The Commercial Club of Chicago is responsible for these
well known Burnham plans. The last mayor appointed a
committee for the carrying out f these plans. nd some of
the suggestions for extendim and widening of highways

have been already carried out, I •ut the most nc table achieve-
ment is that recently reported As the result f a transfer

Railroad to thf land by the Illinois Central city and by
the city to the road, the stati i of the Illii is Central at

ween Park Row and 12thPark Row and the whole
1 the lake will be abandonedStreet and Michigan Avenue an

Grant Park. This actionby the road and become a par

■alization of the important,marks the m
utlined.pircommerci

Eis AmPeanxtng ix Some Ot CITII

Albany. Has a City Pla Association about six months
plan
thecommission. ihis ordir

city council and meantime the holdsCity PI a

part of the
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weekly luncheons at which experts on different phases of
city planning present their views. The work of the City
Plan Association, therefore, is largely educational.

Baltimore. Has had a commission on the city plan
ince 1910, created uilder the Acts of 1910, chapter 144.
It consists of the mayor of Baltimore and eight other mem
hers, and is empowered “ tc
for the construction or exten

investigate all plans proposed
non of public highways and the
r or other public improvements,establishment of a civic cente

rform such otherand iuties and exercise such other
iay be delegated to it.” The commission servesnow

without compensation.
The commission hashas been ;aged chiefly in working on

ilie highway along and near
also has the services of the
diitects, and Frederick Law

eng

a plan for the opening of a
Jones Falls. The commissi

pub
m a

firm of Carrere & Hastings, ar
Olmsted, landscape architect, f
center and the extension of the

arc
making plans for a civic±c

center and the extension of tl
Cleveland. City plannin started with the Chamber of

ago appointed a CommitteeCommerce, which a few year!

on Municipal Art and Architecture. This committee’s chief
concern was the creation' of a civic center, and this object
has become realized in the acquisition of the land for a fed-

a county court house, a city hall, and th
public library, and some parcels for a mall connecting these
buildings. The court house site cost $917,000; the city hall
$731,000; the library $1,000,000 and additional parcels

$1,107,000. To complete the
$2,000,000 worth of land n

design for the civic-center site
are must be acquired. Thus,
lan will have cost $5,755,000ns group

4xclusive of the land acqui

the federal building. The federal building is
i has been in use for some time and so has the

The foundation for the city hall is now
being laid. The civic center project is not only a hobby with
the Chamber of Commerce, but has the backing of public
sentiment.

From the interest in the civic center has developed a larger
interest in a comprehensive plan, and the mayor, under an
ordinance, appointed a Municipal Plans Commission a few

the United State Grovern-

existing park system.
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months ago, which is now looking for an expert or experts
to prepare plans.

Denver. The city planning activity has grown out of
the interest shown in the subject by the Art Commission,
which several years ago started a civic center project. Dur-
ing the last few months this project has become a practical
thing by a decision of the Supreme Court of the State, and
the property for the civic-center site and for new park area
and the extension of the boulevard system has been con-
demned at a total cost of $2,523,463. Practically the entire
sum will be raised by assessment for betterments on prop-
erties in the so-called East Denver Park District, one of the
four districts into which Denver is divided for park purposes.

Detroit. Has an official
City Plan Improvement Assc
1909, but the project was not
and in the second year of its
priation and its effectiveness :

committee of nine called the
elation. This was created in
popular with the city council,
history it received no appro-

s, consequently rather limited,
priation and consulted expertsIn 1911 it received an apprc

with a view to preparing a plan.
Hartford. —Was the first city to have a City Plan Com-

mission, which was created by statute in 1907. It consists
of representatives from official life and from civil life. In
the second of its four annual reports it presents 43 definite
and important city planning problems to be worked out by
its experts. In this capacity Carrere & Hastings have pre-
pared a comprehensive plan of improvements.

Kansas City. —■ Is' favorably known for its park and
boulevard system, which has been a development of the last
18 years. The system is now practically completed at a
cost of $10,372,876. Of this entire amount $0,721,099
was assessed for benefit on 7 park districts; thus less than
$1,000,000 came out of tax levy and this amount was chiefly
for administrative expense in connection with the mainte-
lance of the system. There has been a definite recognition

of the need of planning other features, such as the trans
portation and the streets outside the park system, and a ca city

plan commission for this purpose has been suggested, but nc
ordinance has yet been presented to the city council.

Jersey City. New Jersey has a statute under which
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any city of the State may appoint a city plan commission
consisting of not more than r ne citizens “ to prepare a plan
for the systematic and fut development of said city.
Such commission shall serv without pay, hut shall have
the power and authority “ to employ experts and pay for
their services and for such other expenses as may be neces-
sary, and for this purpose an
$lO,OOO the first year and nc
subsequent year shall be made.:

appropriation not exceeding
it exceeding $lO,OOO in any

Jersey City appointed a c<
the work up to this time h
pamphlets and newspaper stor
city planning.

>mmission last summer, and
as been largely educational,
ies emphasizing the need of

Madison. A general plan
provement of Madison, Wis.,
beyond the present city limits

has been prepared for the im-
including all the territory

for a distance of from 2 to
the State of Wisconsin, the3 miles. The city of Madison

railroads and a large number of private individuals have
co-operated in this plan. Although the plan has only recently
been prepared, the State has already acquired a considerable
portion of the land. The plans by John Nolen include a
treatment of all the approaches to the new $6,000,000 State
capitol now under construction, the improvement of the
lake fronts, and the provision on a more liberal scale than
has heretofore been common of those features which make
a State capitol a natural center for art, education and resi-
dence. In this respect the new plan for Madison is very
suggestive for metropolitan Boston.

Minneapolis. A voluntary body known as the Civic
Commission engaged E. H. Bennett to prepare plans about
two years ago, and his plans have been presented. These
plans are said to have been accepted by tbe commission.

Newark. Has appointed a City Plan Commission
under tbe New Jersey statute and will employ an expert to
prepare plans.

New Haven. Has an active organization, and Cass Gil-
bert, tbe architect, of New York City, and Frederick Law
Olmsted, landscape architect, have submitted a report on city
planning for New Haven.
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Philadelphia. —ln February, 1911, “comprehensive
plans ” prepared by several committees appointed by Mayor
Eeyburn, were submitted to the mayor. The scope of these
plans covered every physical aspect of the city ■— the streets,
the parks, the transportation system, the undeveloped land
and water front. The committees worked on the plans for
a year and a half without compensation. Already some of
the suggestions have been approved of by the administra-
tion, and loans with which to prosecute the actual construc-
tion of some of the comprehensive plans were approved by
the people at a special election on May 23, 1911.

Pittsburg. The State of Pennsylvania has a general
tatute approved June 10, 1911, under which an additional

executive department in the government of cities of the
second class, to be known as the Department of City Plan-
ning, may be created, which shall be in charge of a city

planning commission consisting of nine persons to be ap-
pointed by the mayor, to serve without compensation, with
power to employ experts. Under this statute Pittsburg has
appointed a commission. Pittsburg’s commission also has
something to work with since its civic commission for the
last two years has had experts working on the basis of the
city plan, and a report on transportation has been submitted
and one on the street system, the latter by Frederick Law
Olmsted.

The Pittsburg Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects says of these reports;

The suggestions which have been made for the improvement of
the downtown section have been prompted by the necessity of: -

First. Providing sufficiently wide through avenues for the trans-
portation lines to the business district.

Second. —An arrangement of streets which will make possible
the transportation of the people between their homes and places
of business with safety and dispatch.

Third. The locating of public and semi-public buildings with
regard to their logical relation to the community and to each other.

Fourth. —As a result of the above the obtaining of a pleasing
effect which always attends a combination of order and usefulness.

Seattle. By constitutional amendment adopted in 1910
a Municipal Plans Commission was created, consisting of
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representatives of many civic bodies, of architects, of rail-
road corporations having a terminus in Seattle, of water
front owners and of real estate interests. This commission
engaged Virgil Bogue as their expert, and after somewhat
over a year their report of 250 pages, including topographi-
cal maps and covering the following features of the city plan,
has been issued: civic center, harbor improvements, park im-
provements, transportation, and arterial highways. The
report is one of the most elaborately prepared pieces of work
that has yet appeared on the subject of city planning in the
United States.

The constitutional amendment above referred to provided
that on the acceptance of the report of the commission by
the people, the plan was to become the official plan of Seattle,
and every improvement was to follow the line marked out
by the official plan.

St. Louis. City planning interest became focussed in
a City Plan Association whic h prepared two reports on city

g of an ordinance creating theplans, and secured the passir
City Plan Commission. T
pointed, and received for its
tion to cover the salary of a
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City Building in Geemant. 1

There have been three great peri in which the building of cities
inspired the thoughts and dreams f men. In the age of the An-
tonines the Roman people gave th
embellishment of their cities. Ti

mselves with enthusiasm to the
The great public structures, the

temples, amphitheatres and palace then erected have withstood the
ravages of time and still remain the wonder of subsequent eenturiei
During the Middle Ages the cities if Italy, France, Germany and
the Netherlands erected similar monuments expressive of the love
and pride wakened by their newly •btained freedom. Now again in

teople are expressing their pridethe twentieth century the German 1
in the fatherland and the imperial aspirations of Germany in monu-
ments of the same permanent char acter and artistic splendor. Capi-
tal cities like Berlin, Munich and Dresden, as well as more com-
mercial cities like Diisseldorf, Mannheim, Frankfort, Cologne, Wies-
baden and Stuttgart, are vying with one another in the beautiful,
the orderly and the serviceable.

In city building, as in other things, Germany calls in her experts.
If they do not already exist she creates them. Town planning has
become a science, just as much a mee as the building of engines,
And it is treated as such

And the German city begins at the bottom and builds up. In
city building, as in the construction of a battleship, the keel is laid
first. We recognize the necessities of a stable foundation when we
erect a forty-story sky-scraper. We recognize it even in a hous
But v

y is building h Bismarck perfected the army
before Sadowa and Sedan; as the Empire is building its warships
and merchant-men; as she develops her waterways and educatiational
systems. In city building, as in other matters, all science is the
handmaiden of politics. The engineer and the architect, the artist
and the expert in hygiene are al
city’s making. The German citie

tribute to the
row

as the generationfollow af t t

the city as the
build-center of the civilization of the future, and Ger

:lo by I Howe by pe
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The German city has dreams, dreams which are fast being visu-
alized. The German burgomeisters are laying the foundations of the
city of to-morrow as an architect lays the foundations of a forty-
story sky-scraper or the designer of a World’s Fair plans his play
city far in advance of its excavation.

A plan is made of the surrounding territory, of the topography
of the land, the natural advantages, the proximity to the railways,
and the probable uses to which the region will be put. The pre-
vailing winds are studied, and factories are only permitted to locate
in certain prescribed areas. In some cities they are excluded from
the business and residence sections altogether. If the neighborhood
is suited for manufacturing it is dedicated to industrial uses. If it
is. a working-class quarter the streets and parking are adjusted to
working-men’s homes. If it is suited for homes of a more expensive
sort the plan is upon a more elaborate scale.

The foresight of the city does not end here. Streets, boulevards,
parks, open spaces and sites for public buildings and school-houses
are laid out far in advance of the city’s growth. Maps of wide
stretches of open country, still used as pasture-land, may be seen in
the city hall, upon which are indicated the streets, parks and build-
ing sites all far beyond the city limits.

The city does not injure the landowner. It really protects him,
even aside from the value which the growth and development of the
city create. It saves a neighborhood from tawdry building. It pro-
tects all owners from mean streets, from bad pavements and inade-
quate sewers.

This outlook on the future characterizes other matters as well.
The city buys land for schoolhouses, police and fire stations and play-
grounds far in advance of its needs. The city buildings are so
located as to harmonize with the surroundings, and where possible
developed into a city center. There is nothing temporary or illogical.
Parks, boulevards, public structures, school-houses, docks and pleas-
ure resorts all fit into one another like the granite blocks of a public
building, quarried possibly in Vermont, but laid in place, without
the touch of a chisel, a thousand miles away.

A people take on the color of their city as a chameleon takes on
the color of its habitat. People are in a large measure what the
city makes them. This is obvious to the stranger. If any one
doubts the psychological influence of the city environment, he need
only spend a few days in the dirt-begrimed cities of the Elberfeld-
Barmen-Essen district, the center of the great industrial region of
Germany, and then visit the clean, thoroughly artistic “ Garden
City ” of Diisseldorf, but an hour’s journey away, to be convinced
that all this pays. It pays not only in the current coin of com-
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meree, but in the refinement, the cheerfulness, the happiness and
the outlook on life of the poorest citizen.

The harbor development of Frankfort is .. . wonderful. The
city lies upon the River Main which was not navigable for Rhine
traffic. But this consideration did not deter the city. It borrowed
$18,000,000. It proceeded to deepen the River Main for several
miles, so that large boats could come to its doors. It erected docks
and handling devices. Its harbor traffic increased 1,200 per cent, in
nine years’ time. The first harbor became inadequate and a far more

elaborate programme has been entered on. One thousand one hun-
dred and eighty acres of land were purchased. One-fourth of this
was laid out in streets, railways and embankments. Water basins of
110 acres are being excavated. The navigable shores are 9 miles in
length. They are connected with 35 miles of railway tracks built
by the State and the city. The cost of the land alone was $6,000,000.
The construction cost was $12,000,000 more. But Frankfort expects
to reimburse itself for the outlay by the resale of the surplus land
acquired. Seven hundred and twenty acres have been retained for
sale or lease for factory sites. Here is to be the industrial center of
the city, with mills, factories, and warehouses, all connected with
railway sidings, so that the smallest producer will have the cheapest
sort of service.
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It is an improvement within the Metropolitan District
which is not of strictly local character; a physical or admin-
istrative improvement which may he fairly interpreted as
of value and benefit to more than two cities and towns within
the district is metropolitan in character. The difference be-
tween a local and a metropolitan improvement may be
illustrated by the difference between a local street which is
designed to accommodate local traffic primarily, and a traffic
highway which is a link in a chain of highways commercially

uniting more than two cities in the district. Every problem
which is the common problem of more than two cities or
towns in the metropolitan district and can be more efficiently
worked out by co-operation between them than by individual
and unco-ordinated effort is a metropolitan problem.

WHAT IS A METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENT?
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The method of appointment explicitly recognizes the fact
that Boston has an interest in the subject of metropolitan
planning different both in degree and in kind from that of
any other unit of the metropolitan aggregate. Improved
communications between the business center and the outly-
ing districts are, if anything, of more concern to the outlying
districts than to the center. Boston is already well situated
for the production and receipt of commodities. The expense
of distribution throughout the surrounding region must he
borne by the consumer living in the suburbs. The territory
of municipal Boston alone is sufficient to accommodate all
its inhabitants and all those who live by its commerce and
industries for an indefinite future. It has not nearly so much
to gain by the upbuilding of residential suburbs as have the
suburbs themselves, and the latter owe much of their pros-
perity and prospects to the great city without sharing in the
cost of its administration. Its proportion of metropolitan
expenditure must he met and reconciled with the exceedingly
heavy demands for its purely local needs. The action of the

rnment of Boston must hePlanning Board and the cip
harmonious if the work of
reaching results. For these
tion it nearly equals and in
municipalities of the distrh
reasonable that it should h;
upon the proposed Board, sj

the Board is to have any far-
reasons and because in popula-
aluation exceeds the remaining

t taken together, it is not un-
,ve the minority representation
icified in the .hill submitted.

METHOD OF APPOINTMENT
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The metropolitan planning proposition is not one to ex-
pend more money in the Metropolitan District, but to dis-
tribute the benefits where they will do the most good to the
greatest number and to distribute the cost according to the
benefits received.

The execution of metropolitan improvements originating
with this commission will depend on the readiness and finan-
cial ability of the cities and towns to execute such part of
the improvements as are physically situated within their
boundaries. The burden of cost for improvements outside
their boundaries is made dependent largely on the benefit
received and is liable to be offset by the saving upon im-
provements within their boundaries which they make at
less than the full cost. A uniform development of the
district, the advantage of expert advice in local improve-
ments, the careful planning for the future so that all work
shall be co-ordinated in such manner as to avoid duplication
and waste, the study of methods of financing metropolitan
improvements, all seem to indicate that the future devel-
opment of the Metropolitan District under this law would
be on an absolutely sound financial basis. It has been re-
peatedly brought to the attention of the commission that
many cities and towns have postponed local improvements
because of the feeling that such improvements should be
made as parts of a unified plan of development in co-opera-
tion with their neighbors of the Metropolitan District.

WILL THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION INCREASE MU-
NICIPAL EXPENDITURES?
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The commission believes the proposed legislation will
stimulate the various cities and towns to consider more care-
fully public improvements admitted to be desirable and
profitable but hitherto indefinitely postponed because of lack
of co-operation. The possibility that such improvements can
be made at a cost of only 65 per cent, to the towns undertak-
ing them, if the Planning Board adjudges the improvements
to be metropolitan in character will lead communities to get
together and seek the approval of the Planning Board.

The towns benefited by improvements not within their
limits will have to pay among them not over 25 per cent,
of the cost of ordinary improvements, and less where a part
of the improvement only is classified as metropolitan.

Furthermore the legislation proposed provides that the
commission appointed by the supreme court to apportion
the cost must take account primarily of benefits accruing
to each city or town liable to assessment.

If it be urged that 65 per cent, is too small a proportion
of expense to be borne by the municipalities that do the work
and receive the immediate benefit, it must be remembered
that these towns are liable to assessment for other work out-
side their limits. No planning board appointed under the
proposed legislation can hope for success unless it can do
justice both to the claims of localities ready to undertake
improvements of which they pay less than the whole cost
and the rights and financial conditions of other localities
that are to be assessed for the same work.

THE APPORTIONMENT OF THE EXPENSI
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The Commonwealth ought to bear some part of the cost of
metropolitan improvements because it is clear that the State
will be definitely benefited to some extent by them all.

For the prosperity of the State depends in a large measure
upon the development and efficiency of its most populous
center of commerce and industry just as the prosperity of
the district in turn is dependent upon the manufactures and
business of its municipalities.

But if State-wide benefit from these improvements were
not so clear, it still would not be unfair to ask the State to
contribute something, inasmuch as the Metropolitan District
contributes a large proportion to the cost of 838 miles of State
highway, of which only 47 miles lie within the Metropolitan
District. The district pays about 54 per cent, of the State
tax, which constitutes about 40 per cent, of the revenues of
the State applicable to general purposes. Twenty-five per
cent, of the cost of State highways is reimbursed the State
by the several counties, 75 per cent, is borne directly by the
State. Of that part of the State tax which is assessed upon
the cities and towns of the Commonwealth and applied to
the building of State highways, the communities of the
Metropolitan District contribute more than 40 per cent.
Thus as between the construction within and contributions
from all the cities and towns of the Commonwealth the Met-
ropolitan District contains only 6 per cent, of the mileage,
yet pays about 40 per cent, of the cost, and the rest of the
Commonwealth contains 94 per cent, of the mileage and
pays 60 per cent, of the cost.

Since 1894, $7,607,780 has been expended in building
highways all over the State. Of this sum $761,382 has
been spent within the Metropolitan District. To put it in
another way, 10 per cent, of the expenditures have been made
within the district as against its proportional contribution
of 40 per cent, of the cost borne by all the communities of
the Commonwealth.

PARTICIPATION BY THE STATE.
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The mileage and cost of the State highways located within
the Metropolitan District, according to the report of the
Massachusetts Highway Commission for the year ending
Nov. 30, 1910, is as follows:
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Growth ofPopulation, 1860-1910,Metropolitan District (Park)

1860. 1870. | 1380. 1890. 1900. 1900. lB6O-1910

Boston, 1 . . 177,840 250,526 362,839 448,477 560,892 670,585 492,745
Cambridge, 2 . 26,060 39,634 52,669 70,028 91,886 104,839 78,779 302

13,395 18,547 21,782 27,909 34,072 32,452 19,057 142
4,159 11,0(Everett, . . - 2,220 4,159 11,068 24,336 33,484 31,2643 1,4083

19,083 28,233 38,274 55,727 68,513I
Malden, . 5,865 7,367 12,017 23,031 33,664 44,404
Medford, . 4,842 5,717 7,573 11,079 18,244 23,150 18,308 378
Melrose, . 2,532 3,414 4,560 8,519 12,962 15,715 13,183

Newton, . 8,382 12,825 16,995 24,379 33,587 39,806 31,424 374
442 10,570 16,723 23,899 32,642 25,864 381

Somerville, . 3,206 4,513 24,933 40,152 61,643 77,236 74,030 2,309
Waltham, . 6,397 9,065 11,712 18,707 23,481 27,834 21,4:
Woburn, . 6,287 8,560 10,931 13,499 14,254 15 143

Arlington, . 2,670 2,760 4,100 5,629 8,603 11,187 8,517 3194

1,513 1,615 2,098 3,929 5,542 4,344 362Belm
Braintree, . 3,468 3,948 3,855 4,848 5,981 8,066 4,598 132

Brookline, . . 5,164 6,650 8,057 12,103 19,935 27,792 22,628 438

242 3,879 4,516 4,538 4,584 4,797 1,555 47
Cohasset, . 1,953 2,130 2,182 2,448 2,759 2,585 632 323
Dedham,■» . 6,330 7,342 6,233 7,123 7,457 9,284 2,954 4645‘

D< 17
Hingham, . 4,351 4,422 4,485 4,564 5,059 4,965 614 14
Hull,

...
285 261 383 989 1,703 2,103 1,818 634

10,193 13,244 15,507 11,371» 2,749

Milton, . 2,669 2,683 3,206 4.
Nah 1,152 1,184 804 211
Needham, 5 . 2,658 3,607 5,252 3,035 4,016 5,026 2,368 89
Revere, . . 921 1,197 2,263 5,668 10,395 18,219 17,298 1,873

474 2,247 2,625 3,673 5,084 8,047 6,023 297
meham, 3,206 4,513 4,890 6,155 6,197 7,090 3,884 121

mpscott, 1,530 1,846 2,500 3,198 4,548 6,204 4,674

Wakefield, . . 3,207 4,135 5,547 6,982 9,290 11,404 8,197

Watertown, . 3,270 4
Wellesle 50«

We 261 1,448 1,664 1,834 2,106 86
Westwood, 4

- 1,112 1,266 154 7 13*
Weymouth, . 7,742 9,010 10,570 10,866 11,324 12,895 5,153

Winchester, . 1,937 2,645 3,802 4,861 7,248 9,309 7,372 3380

Winthrop, . 544 432 1,043 2,726 6,058 10,132

341,338 474,126 671,561 418,511 i,o:

Boston, Jan. 1, 1912. 5 Wellesley set off from Needham, 1881

3

Westwood

Part of Beln
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Valuation, Taxes and Tax Rates, 1910, Metropolitan District {Park).

T Ta:rA 1 Pers<Assessed i F t.
Estate. st'

1. 2. 3. 2, 3. 4. 2,3, 4.
Boston, . . §1,393,765,423 $4,506,331 §18,351,421 $22,857,752 $391,876 $23,249,628 $l6,16.40

110,796,735 377,376 1,849,638 2,227,014 53,320 2,280,334 20.10849,638 2,227,01C

Chelsea, . . 25,720,100 69,727 506,403 576,130 17,702 593,832 22.40
Everett, . . 27,777,700 87,536 462,462 549,998 18,488 568,486 1949.

Lynn, . 72,648,640 288,149 1,164,823 1,452,972 56,552 1
Malden, . . 40,491,384 191,959 557,131 | 749,090 24,490 773,580 18.5'

497,345Medford,. . 23,683,100 62,380 434,965 1 497,345 12,912 510,257 1 21.00
Mein 19
Ne 727 21,234 1,389.961 | 18.60
Quincy, . . 32,456,380 149,337 499,790 649,127 19>7

43,366 I14i

438,553 14,806 453,359 I 16.80Wa;

Woburn, . . 11,491,511 50,046 177,487 227,533 8,764 236,297 1 19.80

Arlington, 11,887,267 30,286 208,647 238,933 5,548 244,481 j 20.10•47

Belrr 6,516,525 26,174 96,336 122,510 2,878 125,388 18.80
Braintree, 6,265,880 20,247 107,576 127,823 4,162 131,985 | 20.40
Brookline, 108,634,000 512,138 845,787 1,357,925 14,972 1,372,897 12.5'12.50
Canton, . 4,541 19.00

,725 46,278 42,739 89,017 1,474 90,491 10.00Cohasset, . . 8.901,725 46,278 42
Dedham, . . 13,328,702 71,549 157,704 229,253 4,572 233,825 17.2(17.20

16,8; 3.00
H 7,881,510 38,165 62,718 100,883 2,350 103,233 12.80
Hui:
Hyde Park, i . 14,638,575 44,974 19.00
Milton, . . 26,689,650 172,266' 145,340 317,606! 4,054 321,660 11.90
N

;95 2,776 112,671 18.00
Revere, . . 17,719,612 22,421 I 367,410 1 389,831 10,418 400,249 22.00

toneham, . 5,055,916 10,610 ; 94,054 i 104,664 i 4,528 i 109,192
170,995 15.00

W
w
Wellesley. 15,105,766 75,548 105,721 181,269 2,788 j 184,057 ) 12.00
Weston, . 6,924,245 41,025 36,526 77,551 1,150 78,701 11.20

11.60

4,520 225,246 17W

$16.40

$17.74
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Chapter 84, Resolves of 1911

Resolve to provide for the appointment of a metropolitan plan

COMMISSION
Resolved, That the governor, with the advice and consent of the
mncil, shall appoint three persons, each to serve until the first day

! January, nineteen hundred and twelve, who shall constitute a

'mmission for the purpose hereinafter stated, and who shall be
known as the Metropolitan Plan Commission. The members of
said commission shall receive no compensation for their services.
It shall be the duty of the said commission to make such investiga-
tions into the matter of a metropolitan plan for the metropolitan

hundred and seven of the acts
ninety-three and acts in amend-

district as defined in chapter four
of the year eighteen hundred and
ment thereof and in addition then :o, as will enable the commission

ir before January first, nineteen
ddition there

RESOLVE APPOINTING THE PRESENT COMMISSION.

to report to the general court, on

hundred and twelve, upon the feasibility of such a plan, together
with such recommendations as it may see fit to make relative to the
manner in which such a plan should be carried out. A metropolitan
plan, as the term is used in this resolve, shall mean a plan for co-

ordinating civic development. The commission shall have no right
or power to report or recommend any change in the form of govern-
ment in any of the cities or towns in the said metropolitan district
as defined in said chapter four hundred and seven of the acts of

the year eighteen hundred and ninety-three and amendments thereof
and additions thereto. [Approved May 27, 1911.
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Once upon a time 38 families agreed to build a house.
They had enough land, considerable borrowing capacity and
unlimited self confidence. Each family wanted to build its
own part of the house exactly as it pleased. The cellar and
the roof were admitted to be common to all, and after some
discussion they decided to go shares on these parts of the
building and have a builder and a building committee to look
after them. Then they started to draw their plans. And
the Brooklines planned an elegant suite with tiled baths,
French windows, open fireplaces and white marble exterior.
The Miltons schemed a cosy flat with English half timbered
work outside and leaded windows, the Bostons laid out three
stories of rooms, 26 in all, the lower story fireproof, the
upper two warranted to burn in any weather. The Hahants
wanted sleeping porches and white stucco, the Somervilles
chose concrete blocks, the Wakefields stained shingles and
the Winchesters a Colonial effect in white clapboards. The
differences did not stop with the outside, for the Quincys
stood for Y-foot studding while the Reveres on the same floor
wanted 12. The Lynns were content with a narrow entry,
while the Swampscotts beyond them wanted a wide one, and
everybody quarreled over the placing of the stairs. The
families on the ground floor didn’t need stairs and didn’t
want to pay for any. The top story families didn’t care to
deaden their floors, and most of the plumbing pipes had to
run through a neighbor’s best rooms and could be heard if
not seen. When the plans were completed, the heads of
families held an interesting meeting at which each pro-
claimed his own needs and intentions to be carried out re-
gardless, or else he and his would go on living in a hack
street in an inconvenient ugly house all by themselves. At
last some one said, “ Let us call in an architect and show
him our plans. I don’t suppose he can give every one of
us exactly what we are asking for. Maybe some of our
climbers will have to comfort themselves with cut-glass door
knobs and silk rugs just for their own use, but if he knows

AN ALLEGORY OF METROPOLITAN PLANNING.
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his business he will give us the right kind of entries and
halls and stairs and lifts, and will make the house look bet-
ter, sell better and cost less than our brilliant but inharmoni-
ous efforts. If we don’t like his plans we can make him
show others till we get what we want within reason. Shall
we do it ? ” And the 38 families saw the light and employed
the expert and he builded better than they knew.
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American institute of architects. The relations of railways to city
development. Washington, D. C.; Gibson Bros., 1910.
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To make cities that is what we are here for. For the city is
strategic. It makes towns; the towns make the villages; the villages
make the country. He who makes the city makes the world. After
all, though men make cities, it is cities which make men. Whether
our national life is great or mean, whether our social virtues are
mature or stunted, whether our sons are moral or vicious, whether
religion is possible or impossible, depends upon the city. ... To
the reformer, the philanthropist, the economist, the politician, this
vision of the city is the great classic of social literature. Henry
Drummond.








